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â€˜Kolkataâ€™ undoubtedly is â€˜the cultural capital of Indiaâ€™. The residents of Kolkata have always shown a
great interest in acquiring the exceptional talents and skills of different cultures, be it music, dance,
arts, etc. When we talk Kolkata, music happens to be the heart beat of the cityâ€™s culture. People of
Kolkata have always been great admirers of good music. They are also quite open to experiment
and hence, enjoy just any tune of the world. The heterogeneous culture of the city of joy is explicitly
reflected through music. Beyond the national borders also, Kolkata has stretched out its symphony
to other music patterns of the globe. The music lovers here, have acclimatized and adopted
themselves various kinds of music, be it Indian Classical, Folk, Jazz or Rabindra Sangeet. 

People of Kolkata are really liberal towards listening to diverse musical rhythms of the globe. With
numerous music lovers staying in Kolkata, the career of a Folk Singer in West Bengal can simply
have a lot of scope.  There is certainly a lot of competition in the field of music today, but success
always eventually comes to those who have real talent. Bengali singers are admired all across the
sphere for their creative pursuits. They are surely blessed with the capacity of incorporating several
cultures and their tradition in a marvellous way. Because of this, they have become connoisseur in
all types of music.  Bengali ears are adapted to a vast array of music.

A Bangla Band in Kolkata enjoys the equal amount of popularity and respect in the city, as a
Rabindra Sangeet artist happens to get. This quiet significantly justifies the fact that the city Kolkata
is not biased to any particular type of music. It is commonly seen that a typical trend of music is
usually followed in many of the states of the country. Take for an example, in Tamilnadu, one can
find the dominance of Tamil music and in Orissa, Odissi music. Thankfully, the state of West Bengal
is not like them. The love, admiration, regard and respect a classical singer obtains from his/ her
audience can easily match up to the positions shared by a reputed folk singer in West Bengal.

Each type of music in the city has gathered its own spectrum of listeners. Like, in districts like
Birbhum   and Purulia folk music is more popular. During certain special occasions like, the Basanta
Utsab and Poush Parbon, people gather into these districts to listen and enjoy the melodious voices
of folk singers, who usually perform live, at these occasions. Recognition and fame of the folk
singers is definitely not restricted to these special musical occasions alone, rather they have proved
their talent amid the mainstream of Indian music as well. To attain the status of an acclaimed Folk
Singer in West Bengal one must have talent, skill and endurance. It takes some time to win the
hearts and applauds of the audiences, recognition and acceptance requires a lot of hard work. For
this purpose, struggle of the Bangla Band in Kolkata can be taken up as an example. To be
successful, one has to be sincere and diligent.
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musical personality, her talent is acclaimed by many an expert in the industry. To know more about
this versatile singer, visit a http://maitreyeeektara.com.
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